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CHAIRMAN JOHN
And now the end is here, I have to write my final column,
regrets there's been a few, but then again, too few to
mention. Well that's enough of Ole Blue Eyes.
Three years ago, if anyone had told me I would become the
chairman of the EA7 Club you would have got better odds on Southend United
Football Club winning the Premiership. But you never know, it might happen,
like me being the chairman.
Back in 2012 Mike Denny said he would be the chairman of the club for a year if
I would do it the following year. Two years later, I've done it, and I hope to the
best of my ability. Some people in their respective posts on the committee said
it would be their last year, but with my powers of persuasion I managed to keep
them on. In the past it was sometimes very hard to fill places on the committee.
But I am pleased to say that we now have club members asking for their names
to be put forward for nomination when any vacancies arise. So we must be
doing something right!
The committee is fully committed to trying to bring the club into the twenty first
century. The club now has the facility for members to pay their subs by standing
order if they wish and from January all members will be issued with EA7C
membership cards.
I would very much like to thank all members of the committee for their help and
support over the past two years. I feel that special mention must be given to
Tony Esposito and John Bryson who took over the roles of treasurer and
membership secretary mid-term. I am sure you will all also join me in
congratulating the members who have worked hard to ensure that our new
website reflects the status of our lovely club. I now look forward to serving as a
committee member again, if elected, under the leadership of a new chairman.
I look forward to seeing you at the Annual Luncheon, when my penultimate duty
as chairman will be to award trophies and shields, and of course at the AGM
which is on Wednesday, 21st October at Little Channels.
With very best wishes,

John Fromant
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Ladies’ Page
The invitation to the wedding of the son of close friends arrived in
May for the August Bank Holiday weekend and it was to be held
in rural North Essex. We immediately agreed that this would be
our aim to attend – our goal for the summer. We also hatched a
little treat for ourselves that we would take the caravan on her
first outing of the year and make it a weekend break. We might
even extend it for a few days as we had both said that we would
like to visit Norfolk and explore the northern coast line.
The wedding weekend was a great success, and having moored our caravan in the bride’s
parents’ paddock we were ideally placed to join the celebrations on both days. Come the
Monday we packed early ready for our drive up to Norfolk, but then the rain started! We
were finally on our way by mid-day as the rain chucked it down. For the next three hours
we wended our way through the lovely Suffolk and Norfolk countryside, which of course we
could not see, as the rain fell down like stair rods. The roads became like rivers and
flooding across the complete road became common. Not only was it difficult driving, but
traffic coming the other way seemed to be travelling at their usual speed and throwing up
water onto our windscreen as the rain continued to fall.
We noted that we had never seen so many caravans travelling the other way. This made
us laugh for although it was the end of a Bank holiday and we anticipated many people to
be going home, we did not expect the huge numbers that passed us. We wondered if they
knew something that we did not! We finally arrived at our destination and had a difficult
time, first parking the caravan on grass and then setting it up. Gosh, was that first cup of
tea a lifesaver as we finally got in the warm and shed our wet clothes! We read in the
paper next day that Weybourne, which was about ten miles from where we were staying,
had had the highest rainfall across the whole country!
Over the next five days we explored this area of Norfolk. We spent one day on the hop-on,
hop-off bus that travelled from Cromer to Kings Lynn and back, a real treat after the drive
of yesterday. We loved the architecture of many of the buildings of flint stones and brick.
We were amazed at the huge churches in almost every village, presumably built with ‘wool’
money. We walked down to the sea, but confess we did not linger as the wind was bitter.
Lovely to see so many farms with wiggy pigs outside rooting in the fields. Talking of food,
we had to eat fish and chips several times! On the negative side we found many of the
roads extremely narrow with other drivers not always keeping in as they passed, and it
made us note not to be there in holiday time. We also found a lack of signposts at many
junctions, but then we are inclined to keep to the real minor roads, preferably with grass
growing up the middle of them!
It was an excellent first visit to the north Norfolk coast and we certainly plan to go again,
but we will check the weather forecast before we make our decision of when to travel.

Until next month - Happy Sevenning! Penny
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The Bodger’s Apprentice
I was in the beer tent at a show recently (only because it
was raining you understand) and got chatting to an old boy
who had noticed my EA7C badge. He said he had bought an
A7 in the sixties when he was seventeen and had not passed
his driving test (just like me.) He obviously was not as old as
he looked! Well, somebody had died and this house and
garage were being cleared out and a car had been
discovered under a pile of rubbish. He knew nothing about
cars and one look at this little, roofless, dirty, very basic, flattyred car with a suspected seized engine, had him running
for the door. Luckily he had taken a more knowledgeable
friend with him who told him not to worry and after beating the price down to
£15 they pumped up the tyres and he was towed away, only to quickly discover
the foot brake was disconnected so had to hold the hand brake on tightly until
they got home.
After his parents had shouted at him for a while, they calmed down and had a
look at his purchase. It was a rusty, squat, low, boat-tailed, ugly but dangerous
looking, two-seater Austin 7 with motorbike mudguards, a silencer on the side of
the bodywork and a huge rev. counter. They soon had the cylinder head and the
aluminium sump off and freed up the engine. A quick rub over with sand paper
and a coat of black paint and he took his first driving lesson in it. It had hardly
any clutch or brakes but it went like stink and a few weeks later (in midwinter) he
took his driving test in it. The examiner, wearing lots of coats and scarves, was
very interested in the car and although he scorched his glove on the exhaust
pipe, he granted him his licence. It was a wonderful car for a university student
and it carried many male and female friends and (after a large luggage rack had
been fitted) their furniture. Eventually the protests of girlfriends, who had to
endure an open, noisy vehicle with a very hard seat and not much suspension,
persuaded him to sell it and purchase a huge Humber shooting brake which
absolutely drank petrol but kept the ladies dry and happy.
He later did some research and realised that the A7 was either an Ulster or a
works car which had been “breathed on” by experts. Small wonder it had raced
away from MGs (not difficult anyway!) and had once outpaced an Austin Healey
3000, even though he had a sideboard and a young lady passenger on board.
Eventually, after a lot more beer and chat, he asked what A7 I drove and I told
him it was the Ruby, cunningly disguised as a Merc. that Moss and Jenks won the
Mille Miglia in.
Do you know what? I don’t think he believed me!
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Annual Luncheon
Pleshey Village Hall, The Street, Pleshey, CM3 1HA

If you are attending the Annual Luncheon please
remember to bring your own drinks!
Glasses will be provided.
Please arrive from 12.00pm for lunch at 1.00pm.

Essex Austin Seven Club Christmas Party
Wednesday 9th December at Leaden Roding Village Hall
Stortford Road, Leaden Roding, CM6 1RB
This year’s theme is Caribbean Party.
If you will be coming (and we hope you are) please let
Mary Morley know, as soon as possible, whether you would
like Fish and Chips, Chicken and Chips or Pie and Chips. They are
all free! Please bring your own condiments and cutlery. Desserts
will be provided by the committee.
There will be a licensed bar and teas/coffees. Raffle and
Entertainment.
Mary Morley:
Don’t forget to dress appropriately!

NEW YEAR’S DAY RUN 2016
Advance notice of our annual run from Writtle Green. Once
again we will be stopping for lunch at the Parfect Fairways in
Great Dunmow, CM6 1XJ.
The cost of lunch is £15 per head, payable in advance. Please
send payment by cheque (payable to Essex Austin Seven Club)
to Richard Bohannan,
Alternatively you may pay in cash at the October Club Night.
Further details to follow.
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Vintage Fayre - Cressing Temple Barns
Sunday 6th September 2015
Peter Lawson strikes again! He organised this visit (what an
asset and worker for the club this man is) to the Vintage
Fayre and Classic Car Show at Cressing Temple Barns. Our
group of nine cars were probably the oldest (and more
interesting) vehicles on display although there were plenty to
look at. Rollers, Bentleys, Alvis, Jags, Morris Minors, MGs, Land Rovers, Beetles,
huge American tin boxes, (no disrespect) tiny bubble cars, a 1960 Ford Prefect
with a V12 engine and many others.
Most people were dressed in
period style (mainly 1950s) and
the merchandise was displayed to
match the mood.
Vintage
clothing,
household
goods,
cushions, furniture, hats, jackets,
handbags etc., etc. - just like the
contents of your wardrobe or
shed (well, just like mine) were
on sale but at a premium price!
There were food stalls and ice-cream vendors and many others, but no beer tent
(luckily I had an emergency supply.) Music was provided by Jeff Short and his
Big Band (of Tea Dance fame), a group of American jivers, also a disco and an
excellent 1950s Rock ‘n Roll group with a superb young Elvis Presley look-alike
singing and none other than Max Bygraves Junior on guitar, backing him. They
were really good and had lots of people up on their feet dancing along.
A very nice day out with the welcome addition of some real sunshine. Thanks to
all who attended and to Peter
and Marion Lawson for the
invitation and organisation.

Les Morley
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THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK SHOW
SHOCK HORROR! VICE-CHAIRMAN KISSES VICAR!
Who says you can’t trust the BBC weather
reports? Red and amber biblical tempests
predicted but many members of the EA7C
said “rubbish, it will only be a light
shower” and set off for the show. A right
shower all right, but it shows what a loyal
and dedicated club we are as right on
time we arrived. Twenty vehicles lined
up, erected our banners and watched as
the heavens opened! Luckily the band
was not as keen as we were so we
quickly commandeered their gazebo and
a Victorian bathing hut structure and
watched as the waters rose.

everywhere together in it. Unfortunately
there were no exciting A7 stories from
the Emerald Isle so I kissed the vicar
goodbye and made my way home.

The rain eased eventually so a few brave
souls made their way to the beer tent to
drown their sorrows and watch the dog
agility trials in the arena. The pooches
really seemed to enjoy the weather, but
not so their very soggy owners and
trainers. Then the next event was to find
the wettest and muddiest dog and owner
for which the prize probably had to be
shared amongst many.

Congratulations to all members who
braved the elements and thank you to
Paul Wood and Brian and Barbara Jenner
for the invitation and organisation. That is
now two years of heavy rain on Bank
Holiday Monday so now that I have made
friends with and kissed the vicar,
hopefully she may put in a good word for
us with the Heavenly Weather Organiser
next year.

Although many tents and stalls were
flooded out, visitors were still arriving
with brollies, boots and Barbours being
the essential apparel. An announcement
was made that due to the weather the
show would close at 2pm and thanking us
all for coming. But it actually stayed
open for much of the day which must
have cheered up the ice cream man, the
Pimms drink ladies and other stall
holders.

Les Morley

I met the vicar as I drove out, who
informed me that grandad had an A7
back in Ireland and they went
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THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK SHOW
We have been going to this wonderful
show now for ten years according to Brian
Jenner and incredibly they have nearly
always been blessed with very nice
weather. I had thought that the 2014
event was bad and that we were unlucky
in having a rather damp day, but as usual
we had made the best of it with our
wonderful line up of cars.

coffees and such like.
As
for
R o s si s ’
delicious ice cream, well a van was there
until it became obvious that trade would
be minimal (I wonder what they do with
leftovers on such occasions?)
One admired the PA system announcer
who tried her best at encouraging
participation in those planned events that
could still be held. The Dog Show was
announced several times, almost pleading
for those interested in taking part to
“Please come to the Show Ring.” News
that a special prize for the wettest dog
seemed a novel approach, but the look on
my Duke’s face told me that under no
circumstances was he going to take part.

However, one cannot ever trust Britain’s
weather on a Bank Holiday and so this
year was again damp. No - correction,
just plain wet and soaking us right
through and it did not stop virtually all
day! Richard Bohannan was undeterred
and turned up in his shorts as usual and
at least that way made him avoid the
pitfall of getting trouser turn ups soaking
wet.

Thanks to all our members who turned up
to give us again a good display, no doubt
hoping that at some stage we would be
able to leather the cars down and enthuse
visitors to our stand about the virtues of
owning an Austin. Here’s hoping for better
weather again next year so that we can
enjoy what is usually one of the best
shows we attend in the year.

But again we had a good turn out with I
believe seventeen A7s, a Riley 1.5, a
couple of our other Austin friends in A6
and 10s. Not too many of the other makes
around, but P and A Woods had their
usual wonderful show of Rollers and
Bentleys and it seemed so sad that such
beautiful machines, with their incredible
price tags, were left out in the rain. But
then our little wonders are priceless to us
so we were also suffering all that the
good Lord above was sending down!

Brian Eckersley
Sue Pitt’s niece, Mary, (right)
selling children’s equestrian
clothing in the mud!

I was amazed to see some interesting kit
cars turn up, one that looked like it had
come straight out of a Thunderbirds story.
The stalls around the show ring were to
be pitied because several had literally a
river running through them as they
manfully were on duty trying to attract
customers. Even the beer tent was low on
numbers this year as the need for
stimulants ventured more to hot teas,

Visitors made short
work of the hog roast!
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THE COUNTESS OF WARWICK SHOW
Rain, rain go away come again another day!
The forecast was for rain on Sunday and
fine on Monday - just right for Austins to
the Countess of Warwick Show.
At 8.0am it was raining fairly steadily should we or shouldn’t we go? By 9.45am
it had stopped. The picnic was packed so
off we set. I put on my long waterproof
mac, (which proved to be a mistake as the
water ran off this and soaked the bottom of
my trousers - Richard Bohannon had shorts
on so perhaps he had the better idea.)

The jumps were set out in the ring but
there were no horses to be seen - I did
hear an announcement asking for any dogs
to go to the ring for a race.

All was fine until we neared Little Easton
then it started to rain quite heavily again.
We parked the Ruby in the second row of
Austins already there and Derek went off
straight away to get a hot coffee and
settled in the car with The Times.

Unfortunately, my Ruby leaks. Derek says
it is from the channel around the sun roof,
but it wasn’t too much of a problem as it
only leaks on the passenger side.

After saying “Hello” to various club
members huddled under the gazebo, I set
off to explore the show. The stallholders
were remarkably cheerful in view of the
lack of trade.
I peeped into the
horticultural tent and saw the “material”
exhibits had all been covered - was the
marquee not waterproof I wondered?
Next I went into the marquee housing the
various animals - the sheep were
particularly noisy - someone had gone to a
lot of trouble making a pool for the ducks surely they would have been VERY happy
outside?

I think we were the first of the Austins to
leave at around 1.30pm as we had heard
they were going to close the show at
2.00pm.
That’s English Bank Holidays for you perhaps we should consider going on
Sunday next year!

Mary R. King

FOR SALE
Austin 10 Lichfield 1936 all complete
and with lots of spares.

The September draw took place
on Club Night - the winning
number was 57. Congratulations
to Graham Medcroft.

£4,500
Please contact John Brooks
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French Connection 2 - Midweek Picnic Run
Wednesday 9th September
Peter promised 'We always have good weather for this event.' I did wonder as we
started from home in the drizzle, but he was soon proved right as the cloud broke and
the sun came out. Eight cars set off, then we became nine, then eight again as a late
joiner without a route map lost us (no names but he met us later for the picnic.)
We had a good drive through the lanes, all well researched by Peter and Marion. We
stopped off at Papermill Lock for tea and cakes then back via a different route to
Hanningfield Reservoir. We were now ten cars and twenty members. We parked up
in a circle in the field and had a good afternoon of picnics, drinks, good company and
musical accompaniment from Peter on his accordion. I got shot from a well aimed
champagne cork (I didn’t realise Richard Bohannan was such a good shot!) Excellent
entertainment from Peter Lawson.
Cars attending consisted of Seven Austin 7s, an Austin 6, an Austin 12 Light, and a
Riley 1.5.
Many thanks to Peter and Marion for organising this
lovely run.

Gary Stringer

It was obviously all too much
for Mr Pitt!
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Chatham Dockyard Salute to the 40s
19th and 20th September 2015
Terry and I have enjoyed this event for the past seven
years, and for the past two years we were joined by
Richard and Jayne Bohannan. So, when Richard
suggested making a weekend of it and taking our Austins
to join the display of vehicles, we jumped at the chance.
Richard and Jayne made arrangements for our stay in a
hotel in Gillingham, but the drive to the dockyard took
only three or four minutes, so it was ideally located. I
drove down on Friday afternoon in Terry’s modern car to
find that John and Pat Austin’s Box Saloon on a trailer was
already in the car-park. I was met by John who said that he and Pat had already checkedin. I had left home at 2.20pm and arrived at the hotel at 3.15pm. Terry had met up with
the Lawsons and Bohannans at Widford at 2.00pm so we estimated their arrival would be
at around 4.00pm. However, 4.00pm came and went and so did 5.00pm! But soon the
convoy of three finally pulled into the car park with stories of a horrendous journey due to
heavy Friday afternoon traffic in the towns (they had avoided using the motorway) and the
news that Peter Lawson had been shunted in the back, for the second time this year!
The cars were quickly unpacked and driven to the Dockyard, where they would be left
overnight. John Austin left his trailer at the Dockyard and brought the other men back in
his modern car, which, together with my car, would be used as a taxi for the duration of
the weekend.
Having unpacked and freshened up we set of for a Chinese restaurant a stone’s throw
from the Dockyard, where we enjoyed a fantastic buffet meal at a very reasonable price.
The next morning we headed down for breakfast, which was included in the cost of the
room. We were pleasantly surprised by the variety of food on offer; toast, cereals, fruit,
full English or continental breakfast, tea/coffee, juice, in fact anything you wanted.
Replete we set-off for the Dockyard dressed in 1940’s attire and were relieved to see that
the cars were still intact. The public were already arriving and the many and various
musical acts had already started performing. The weather was to prove to be fabulous,
with sunshine and fluffy white clouds all day. This certainly drew the crowds and by late
morning the Dockyard was heaving!
At the end of Day 1 of the show we returned to the hotel to freshen up and change into
our 40s glad rags as we had tickets for the 1940s dance which was being held on the
mezzanine floor of the Mast House, where “Victory” was built. The steps leading to the
upper floor can be precarious but a lift was available for the less-able, amongst whom was
Pat Austin on her mobility scooter.
All was going well, with Marion and Peter enjoying the dancing, until it was discovered that
the lift, the only way down for the elderly and infirm, had broken down, with eight people
stuck inside!
Continued/...
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It soon became apparent that the lift would
not be fixed anytime soon and so operation
“Get Pat Downstairs” commenced. This was
not going to be a simple task by any standard
- with so many stairs to descend it was going
to be tricky. Step forward two lovely
members of the Dockyard’s staff, armed with
an evacuation chair. With Pat on board the
chair was “walked” down the stairs, a
procedure that took a good twenty minutes.
Pat stayed incredibly calm throughout and I
am glad to say she was none the worse for
her ordeal. But I think I can safely say that
this was an evening we’ll never forget!

The upper floor of the Mast House when empty. This
photo was taken on a previous visit.

The next morning we were again greeted by blue skies
and sunshine and we once again set-off for the
Dockyard. While queuing to get-in we were delighted to
see the Lodge’s vintage coach pull in with all our EA7C
friends and their guests on board.
We enjoyed our second day at this fabulous event.
There is so much to see and the entertainment, with a
vintage theme, is second to none. We hope everyone
enjoyed themselves as much as we certainly did.
With the visitors having departed it was time to head home. We pulled-out of the car
park at exactly six o’clock and I made it home by 7.00pm, having stopped to purchase a
loaf of bread on the way home. I was shocked when Terry walked in just half-an-hour
later! It is fair to say that The Squadron Leader had a much better return trip than on the
way down to Chatham.
I would like to say a personal thanks to Richard and Jayne for organising this fabulous
weekend and to John and Pat and Marion and Peter for their company. Great fun!
If you have never visited the Dockyard, I would thoroughly recommend it. Even when
there are no “special” events on, it is well worth a visit.

Pearl (and Terry) Bonner
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Squadron Leader Bonner
Puttin’ On The
Blitz
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Salute to the 40s at Chatham Dockyard
Sunday 20th September 2015
One of Lodge’s vintage coaches filled with members and guests of the EA7C, many
of whom were splendidly attired in period clothing, set off from Essex to Chatham
Dockyard in Kent to join our group of intrepid motorists who had already made the
journey down there on Friday. We were met by Squadron Leader Terry Bonner and
his perfectly 1940s attired lady wife Pearl as were the others parked up in a
prominent position beside the Spitfire stage (complete with plane!) The Bohannans,
the Lawsons, the John Austins, the Churches, the Tumbridges and Wayne Blackburn
in his Jaguar, were all part of an excellent line-up of classic cars.
There was an amazing amount to see: the quarter mile long rope works where the
rigging for the “Mayflower” was manufactured and rope is still made to this day, the
huge dock/shed where HMS Victory was built, a R.N. destroyer, a submarine and
numerous other boats to visit, lifeboats, beautiful model ships, army, navy and air
force displays, a Hurricane, museums and two stages on
which bands and singers performed all day. There were
many stalls selling vintage clothing, food, groceries,
jewellery, glassware, toys, cider and gin makers and a micro
brewery! Large crowds, many in authentic uniforms of
English and American service men and women, land army
girls, housewives with prams, posh ladies, Churchill and
Montgomery lookalikes and the three girls from “Call the
Midwife” were featured in the “street“ where the famous
picture of them on their bikes was filmed (actually in an
alleyway beside the Ropery.)
A super display by a lone Spitfire overhead enthralled the spectators whilst ocean
going ships were passing in the River Medway just below. Too much to see and do
and soon it was time to leave and say goodbye. The day and weather had been
perfect and our thanks must go to Brian and Barbara Jenner for arranging and
organising the trip, the coach and the sunshine.

Les Morley
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Members’ Cars
BMC 77 -The history, as known to date, of TONY ELDRIDGE’S 1934
PD Two-Seater Tourer
Although the identity of the original buyer
is unknown, this car is believed to have
been bought new in March 1934 from
Drys Garages, Kenton Road, Kenton, in
Middlesex.
It was a “special order”
purchase in Westminster green and black
with green interior. At the time the PD
two-seater was available “off the shelf” in
either navy blue or grey, but could be
ordered at no extra cost in any other
available “Austin colour”.
Other nonstandard colours could be requested from
Longbridge at an extra cost, although this did not facilitate a quick delivery.
Nothing is known about BMC 77’’s history until 1959, but at some time previously it
appears to have been damaged in an accident, was repaired and at that stage was
probably converted from a two seater into a four seater.
In 1959 the car turned up on a second hand car lot in Commercial Road, Poplar, East
London for sale at £15. It was purchased for this sum by Michael Wooll, then of
Chigwell, Essex, for his wife to use as a local runabout. He owned a Ford Popular at
the time and commuted in this to London every day.
Meanwhile the Austin was used by Mrs Wooll, who until sometime late in 1960 was
working as a petrol pump attendant. This was all at the time when the Ten Year Test
of the roadworthiness of cars was about to come into effect. As the brakes on the
Austin were considered to be very bad at the time, the car was not expected to pass
the test. So sadly it was left with the Northbrook Garage in Ilford for them to send to
the scrapyard.
It was seen there by Charlie Murdoch. Charlie, who lived not far away, was a
motoring enthusiast with a row of lock-up garages at his home. He happened to be a
friend of Tony’s father and sometime in 1960 he saw the little Austin awaiting
collection by the local breaker and on noticing that it had unexpired road tax
displayed on the windscreen, he took the car from the Northbrook Garage in
exchange for a cigarette! Charlie ran the Austin until the tax expired and then gave it
to his children to fiddle with and learn to drive in his garden!
/continued...
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By 1963 the vehicle had lost its novelty and the engine had frozen-up during the
severe winter of 1962/3. Once again it was destined for the breakers’ yard, “having
done its job”, and was offered to Tony if he wanted it. This time the selling price had
gone up significantly and it changed hands for a staggering fifty cigarettes (cost
11/7d.) When Tony acquired it the car was in a desperate state and was utterly
clapped-out, like so many other pre war cars of the time
Michael Wooll now lives in Ongar and is aware that the car still exists but he has no
idea about its history prior to him buying it in 1959. However he does remember that
while being used by his wife she drove herself to hospital in it in order to give birth to
one of their children.
The little Austin was fully restored to roadworthiness during 1964/65 and to its
original 1934 two-seater appearance. It was then properly restored for a second time
during the period 1999 to 2002. A fully reconditioned 1934 engine, built by Dave
Orange, was installed in 2003 to replace a 1935 Ruby unit which Tony had fitted
some years previously. The original unit had become decidedly ropey.
Further improvements, such as fitting Longstone triple studded tyres, has taken place
together with discreet flashing indicators for safety. In order to make the car even
more visible on the road the lights have recently been upgraded with LED bulbs and
light boards. Another improvement has been the fitting of a double friction shock
absorber unit to the front axle. The appearance of the car is unchanged but the road
holding over bumpy roads makes for a much more relaxing and comfortable drive.
One final point of interest that Tony gathered some years ago was that the British
Motor Corporation in the 1950s had been gathering “BMC” registration marks for its
company cars. For example, Leonard Lord had BMC 1 attached to his personal
company car. Apparently, the company had looked out for BMC 77 but had never
been able to find it. That was because it was attached to what became Tony’s car!
He has now owned this car for 52 years and the novelty is yet to wear off, despite
owning a small collection of other vehicles, including motorcycles! The old slogan
“You buy a car but you invest in an Austin” has now turned out to be correct after all
and as we all know Austin Sevens make great pets!

Bart Walsh
(with information supplied by
Tony Eldridge)
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CLUB NIGHT – 16th SEPTEMBER 2015
MAN OF MYSTERY
On a very wet and windy evening a full house
of EA7C members gathered to hear Roger
Spearman’s
mystery
speaker,
Martyn
Lockwood, a friend of his whose topic was also
to remain a secret till later.

call out the Yeomanry to protect their interests
if their hard pressed workers protested or
rebelled against them. Parish constables were
appointed eventually by the affluent but were
often corrupt and easily bribed with money or
drink. Property was valued higher than
personal rights and poaching, horse and deer
stealing, arson, burglary, highway robbery etc.
were capital crimes and could mean hanging or
transportation (Dick Turpin was a local villain.)

But first, Parish Notices: We have had a very
busy month, starting with a very wet Countess
of Warwick Show. Well done to the twenty
brave vehicles that turned up to watch the rain
fall. This was followed by Peter Lawson’s
Vintage Fayre Show and French Connection
Run. Barleylands weekend was a success with
8 cars on Saturday and 15 on Sunday. Coming
up is Chatham Dockyard with some of our
members taking their cars for the whole
weekend and a party of members on Lodge’s
vintage coach going on Sunday. Norton
Mandeville Craft & Flower Festival iwas on the
same weekend and then Battlesbridge Car
Show on 27th September. The Italian holiday
trippers were advised to be at the airport on
time (or else) and the Annual Luncheon diners
were reminded to bring their own drinks
(glasses and water will be provided.) Lists
were available for the Christmas Party (free
fish and chips etc.) and the New Year’s Day
Run for which details of the meal were
announced (£15 p.p. in advance please, if
eating at Parfect Fairways, Dunmow.)

Mechanisation caused many redundancies and
arson was rife, with large rewards offered to
catch the fireraisers. A labourer from Witham,
found guilty of
committing arson, was
publically hanged at the old jail in Moulsham
Street in Chelmsford in front of a large crowd,
as an execution was almost an entertainment.
A cobbler from Little Baddow became the
public
hangman
and
although
fairly
incompetent, toured the country carrying out
his grisly trade and made a few pounds on the
side by selling off the victim’s clothes and
sections of the rope, hence the expression,
“money for old rope”. Martyn described local
murders in Berden, Newport, Colchester,
Epping, Southend and elsewhere and also of
the widespread practice of robbing graves of
the bodies of the newly dead to sell to
vivisectionists. He finished with the details of
an Essex Constable, James Ballard, circa. 1880,
who was on duty, twelve hours per day, seven
days a week, with one unpaid week off a year,
and having to walk ten miles per day or night
on duty but who still had time to father ten
children! After finishing his slide illustrated
talk, Martyn answered questions, including one
about the Police Museum at Headquarters in
Springfield, open from 10 till 4 on Saturdays.

At last we came to our speaker, introduced by
Roger S. who told us that as an ex -policeman
his chosen subject
would be ‘Murder
and
Mayhem
in
Victorian
Essex’.
Martyn told us he
had served his time
in the Essex Police
and
on
retiring
became a planning
manager
and
trustee of the Essex Police Museum in
Chelmsford. His talk started with early days
when the police service was very thin on the
ground and almost non existent in the country
and land owners ruled the roost. They would

Martyn was sincerely thanked and received a
generous round of applause. He even picked
out Graham Medcroft’s number for the 100
club draw. A very pleasant evening and many
thanks to Roger Spearman for asking Martyn to
speak to our club.

Mary Morley
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If you car is insured with RH Insurance (Hiscox) please note
that due to a computer error some members may find that
their renewal notice has not been issued.
You are therefore advised to check that your insurance is still
valid.

Income Tax Information for Married Couples
Hello Sevenners. I would like to pass on some information I recently became
aware of about a little-publicised tax claim you may be entitled to.
If your wife/legal partner pays no Income Tax they can transfer £1,060 of their
allowance to yours, making a saving of £212 (more than enough to insure your
seven or modern.) It’s easy to do. You can apply online, it takes about ten
minutes and will be back dated to April 2015. To see if you qualify go to:
www.gov.uk/marriageallowance
Good Luck! My fee, if you are successful, will be a Gin and Tonic (joking!)

John Bryson

I was visiting my
daughter last night
when I asked if I
could borrow a
newspaper…
"This is the 21st century," she
said. "We don't waste money on
newspapers. Here, use my iPad."
I can tell you this. That fly never knew
what hit him.

With thanks to David Austin.

Message from the Editor
This is a reminder that we welcome
articles/photos and event write-ups from
all members. These should be emailed
to me
The deadline for articles is the 21st of
the month.
Also, if you would like your car featured
in the Members’ Cars section, please
forward your story and photograph(s) to
Bart Walsh
Thank you.
Terry Bonner

Please remember to visit our
website: www.ea7c.com which
contains up to date information
about forthcoming events.
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How to Avoid Embarrassing Leakages
Has your Austin Seven ever embarrassed you after you move away from a lengthy stop,
when someone points out a large oily patch on the road, lawn or brick paved drive
roughly in line with the back of the engine? Mine has. I took to carrying an old oven tray
in the back which I used to slip under the flywheel housing/gearbox (when I
remembered.) However, you still have the problem of remembering to pick up the oily
tray before you set off, and stowing it somewhere in the car where it doesn’t fall over and
cover your wife’s jacket with black oil.
Fret no more. I have devised a ‘service fix’, which costs pennies, involves no dismantling,
and can be fitted in minutes.
When Sir Herbert designed our little gems, he was aware that the engine rear main
bearing felt oil seal would leak. That is why he put a drain hole in the flywheel housing.
All felt oil seals leak – period. But in 1922 he had no alternative. Today, if you want to
remove the engine, partially strip it and do some minor machining, you can fit a modern
‘rubber’ lipped seal. However, if you don’t have the time or inclination, and are happy
with a bodge that works, you could try what I did. Here are the steps:1.
2.
3.
4.

Lay under the car and satisfy yourself where the oil is coming from. Probably the
said flywheel housing drain hole, although while under there you should wipe a
rag all round the sump and the chassis rails to avoid secondary drips.
Sort through the kitchen cupboard or dustbin and find a couple of plastic trays
such as last Saturday’s Chinese takeaway came in. Wash and dry them and nest
them together for rigidity (there’s nothing flimsy about this fix.)
Lay under the car again, and work out where they need to be attached to the
underside of the front radius rods (the two long steel members fixed to the chassis
cross member, which locate the front axle) in order to catch the oil.
Make a hole in each side of the nested trays, such that you can tie them tightly to
each radius rod using two plastic tie straps. No-one will see them, unless they lay
under the car.

Yes, I know they’ll move up and down with the axle, but movement is minimal at that
point, and they are also rigid enough not to get dislodged by the airflow under the car
(unless you regularly do more than 75mph.) Also, you do have to remove them to clean
them out occasionally, though I suppose
you could filter the oil through some tights
and tip it back into the engine.
Anyway, I commend the fix to you! My
garage floor has not been as clean since
before I bought Primrose 27 years ago.

Mike Brand
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BARLEYLANDS SUNDAY 13th SEPTEMBER 2015 - by Les Morley
There were grey skies overhead but fifteen
Austins (and three MGs) made their way to the
Essex Country Show at Barleylands near
Billericay and joined the many other classic
cars, lorries, motor bikes, buses, tractors and all
things mechanical and driveable.
Also on
parade were traction engines, steam rollers, a
vintage steam fairground, heavy horses, sheep
shearing, boats, dogs, ferrets, birds of prey and
many other exhibits too numerous to mention.
We paraded our vehicles in the show ring and gave a short
chat and history of our cars (using a microphone) to the
crowds and were then free to explore the many attractions.
These included food halls, craft tents, tool stalls, wood
carving, cider making, new car displays, tractor pulling and
ploughing, lamb racing and, oh yes, an excellent beer tent.
There was a large beekeeping marquee with live swarms
being handled and displayed and our very own Andy
Bennett (in a very fetching yellow pinny) selling his honey
and chatting to customers. There were constant displays in
two arenas of jousting, motor cycle acrobatics, dog trials,
horse drawn wagons and fire engines, songs by two pretty
ice maidens and many other items.
We were kept busy talking to interested visitors and answering questions about A7s
in our special, bannered and multi-flagged area and gave out many of our new
leaflets about the club.
Please put your name down next year to attend this terrific show (you have to apply
in April of next year – watch out in Chassis.) Many thanks to all who attended (also
on Saturday 12th) and see you all next year (but not if I get stuck behind two steam
rollers again as I did on my way home!)
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A deviation from my usual format this month and to give my mind a break from
dreaming up new words for old songs. Instead, I’ve copied a piece of sheet music that
I discovered recently at the Cressing Vintage Fayre. No-one I have spoken to seems
to have heard of it, or the film it was featured in. When I saw the title I just had to
buy it. From “Thunder in the East” starring Alan Ladd, Deborah Kerr, Charles Boyer
and Corinne Calvet, here is:

THE RUBY AND THE PEARL
There’s a warm, red ecstasy to love
That makes you tremble with its fire;
And there’s a pure white majesty to love.
When you have both, you have your heart’s desire.
Can love be as warm as the Ruby?
Can love be as pure as the Pearl?
Just look in the heart of my love for you;
You’ll find the Ruby and the Pearl.
My love will endure as the diamond,
And shine with the shimmer of gold.
It glows as a bright star above you;
A thing of beauty to behold.
Come close and cling to my kiss,
Stay close and share the passion of this.
Yes, love is as warm as the Ruby,
And love is as pure as the Pearl.
Just look in the heart of my love for you;
You’ll find the Ruby and the Pearl.
The Ruby and the Pearl.
It is a very slow piece with a definite Eastern feel to it. If anyone would like to hear it
played, or borrow the music, please get in touch. Peter Lawson
Copy Date: Contributions for inclusion in the magazine should reach the Editor by the 21st of
each month, but please let Terry Bonner know beforehand if you are writing an article so that
space can be prepared. Please email all text to the Editor or if not possible, submit in typed
format so we have a clear copy from which to work. Photographs always enhance an article so if
you can, please include as attachments. If you send printed photos for scanning every care will
be taken. However if you want them returned, we cannot do this unless you enclose a stamped
addressed envelope.
The Essex Austin Seven Club , the Editor, contributors and the printers of this magazine accept
no responsibility whatsoever for the views or comments expressed herein whether they be from
individuals or groups and their comments and viewpoints remain wholly and exclusively the
contributor’s/individual’s responsibility. The club cannot accept responsibility for the accuracy
of any adverts published in this magazine.
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CLUB EVENTS DIARY 2015/2016
October
6th - 13th

Holiday in Scalea Italy

Dave & Denyse Orange

7th

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth

Neil Preston

18th

Annual Luncheon at Pleshey Village
Hall (see page 6)

Mary Morley

21st

Club Night AGM

November
3rd
18th

Suffolk Club Night at the Greyhound,
Ixworth
Club Night

Neil Preston

December
6th

Billericay Christmas Market
grstringer@btinternet.com

Gary Stringer

9th

Christmas Party at Leaden Roding
Village Hall (see page 6)

Les & Mary Morley

New Year’s Day Run and lunch at
Parfect Fairways, Great Dunmow
(see page 6)

Committee

January
1st
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